by Larry Wise

Really Want to Know
I

attended my first Deer and Turkey
Expo in 1986. I had just collaborated with Glenn Helgeland of
Target Communications in Mequon,
Wisconsin on the release of my book
Tuning Your Compound Bow and
Glenn thought it would be great if I
presented some bow tuning seminars
related to the book at his Madison,
Wisconsin Expo. So I did. I’ve happily
returned numerous times including
the past three consecutive years.
I guess what I remember most
about that first trip was the display of
big buck racks. Having grown up in
Pennsylvania I did not get to see such
huge sets of antlers, nor so many of
them, as I did in Wisconsin. I remember the volume of people also and the
vendors’ displays.
Now my job at the Expos is a little
different. I’m the Archery Answer Man.
Three years ago Glenn asked me to be
one of his “Tech Info” experts for each
of the four expos he owned. I agreed,
so along with several other experts
I anchor a booth in the “Tech Info

Center” and answer expo attendees’
questions about archery.
My fellow experts do the same
in their own area of expertise. Dave
Henderson, an outdoor writer from
upstate New York (www.hendersonoutdoors.com), handles the shotgun/
slug gun and muzzle loader questions.
Mike Faw handles the clothing and boot
questions and is newly employed by the
U. S. Sportsmen Alliance in Columbus,
Ohio. Handling the firearms questions
is Ron Spomer, a well-known writer,
hunter and television host from Idaho.
The turkey talk is fielded by long-time
turkey hunter and writer Gary Sefton of
Indiana while Judy Helgeland, Glenn’s
wife, answers questions about the food
plot samples she has on display. Mike
Brust covers Midwestern predator calling and hunting.
This past winter our expo trips
began in mid-February, 17-19, with
the 26th Field & Stream Deer &
Turkey Expo/Michigan in the Lansing
Center in Lansing,
Michigan. Four

The sign says it all for the 2012 Expos. Field & Stream is present
and accounted for at all four Expos along with Remington. The
change in ownership was quite evident throughout the show and
in all of the advertising. Now Field & Stream is more than just
print and digital media; they reach out and touch the consumer in
all four Expos.

weeks later, March 16-18, we gathered
at the 20th Field & Stream Expo in
Columbus at the Ohio Expo Center
(State Fairgrounds). The next two consecutive weekends found us at the
22nd Field & Stream Deer & Turkey
Expo/Illinois, Peoria Civic Center, and
then the 28th Field & Stream Expo/
Wisconsin held at the Alliant Energy
Center, Madison.
Then, just when my schedule
couldn’t get any busier my van decided
to drop a transmission a week before
the Ohio Expo. AGH! What a mess! But
as they say, “the show must go on” so
on I went. I bought a second vehicle,
packed and headed out on the road the
next day. Some days ya gotta do what
ya gotta do!

Shows Going Forward
Under New Ownership
After 28 years of building and managing the Deer & Turkey Expos, Target
Communications owners Glenn and

One of expo manager Glenn Helgeland’s key ideas to focus on
the consumer was to create the Tech Info Center. He decided to
staff it with well-known authorities on guns, bows and turkeys so
that attendees had a place to get their questions answered and
learn how to improve hunting and shooting technique. This photo
was taken during the last few quiet moments before the crowd
entered at 9 a.m.
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Earlier this year Expo manager Glenn Helgeland was honored with the 2012 Cabela’s
Lifetime Business Achievement Award. Glenn is joined in the center by wife Judy, Bud
Pigeon (left), U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance (USAA) president, Tommy Millner (right) president of Cabela’s, and Laurie Lee Dovey (far right) of the Professional Outdoor Media
Association. The award is presented by USAA to companies that demonstrate the same
passion and commitment to protecting America’s outdoor heritage as the Cabela family
has shown over so many years. Glenn and Judy built the Expos into what they are today
as owners of Target Communications Corporation of Mequon, Wisconsin.

digital apps. This is a prime example of
how we are transforming into a multichannel business so advertisers can
place a true value on our brands’ effectiveness as an advertising and marketing vehicle.”
I couldn’t agree more with their
strategy. With approximately 90,000
total attendees each year these four
expos are a great way to connect with
Joe-average sportsman. These are the
real guys and gals that get out into the
woods and streams to hunt and fish.
These are the folks that do the real
“buying” and using of outdoor products and ask the basic kinds of questions that most all outdoorsmen have
on their minds.
Bonnier’s main
man at the four
2012 Expos was and
is Tom Weber of
Winter Park, Florida.
Tom is the president of the Events
and Entertainment
Group for Bonnier
Corporation which
means he is the
eyes and ears on the
ground at the shows.
I got a few minutes
Only moments after the doors open each day the aisles are
with Tom before
filled with inquisitive expo attendees. By midday Saturday the
the Wisconsin Expo
aisles are packed and we’re swamped with questions, exactly
opened so I asked
what the boss wants.

Judy Helgeland decided to sell to the
Bonnier Corporation, parent company
of Field & Stream and Outdoor Life
magazines. The sale was announced
on December 8, 2011 and planning
began immediately to align these four
highly recognized and well attended
sportsmen’s events with Bonnier’s outdoor publications.
According to the press release on
their web site, www.bonniercorp.com,
Bonnier CEO, Terry Snow, writes “The
power of these top brands, Field &
Stream and Outdoor Life, increases our
ability to position them in many different arenas in the media world. We have
opportunities to increase our audience beyond magazines, websites and

him a few key questions, headed below
by my initials and printed in italic.
LW: Tom, tell me what you see as
the main reason for Bonnier purchasing
the four Deer & Turkey Expos.
Tom Weber: We are constantly
looking for new opportunities to extend
our advertisers’ reach to the public.
We do lots of trade shows but this is
the first we’ve ventured into consumer
expos. These four fit nicely with our
magazines and our digital media.
LW: This is your fourth show this
season. What have you learned?
TW: These are great shows. I
attended some of the seminars and
soon came to realize that hunting preparation and equipment preparation go
on all year long. Most of the show
attendees are serious about their hunting and spend time outdoors scouting, tending tree stands, shooting and
making food plots. I’ve not done much
hunting so learning how much avid
hunters do year-round is certainly an
eye opener and very helpful to me in
planning for future events.
LW: You’re working with my publisher and good friend Glenn Helgeland.
What do you see as Glenn’s biggest challenge?
TW: Glenn has been fantastic to
work with. He really knows this end
of the business and is highly skilled in
running these shows. His biggest challenge this year is dealing with all the
corporate issues. As a large corporation
we have fiscal rules and policies that
have to be followed which slows things
down a bit and add lots of work for
Glenn. He’s doing a great job of adapting – he’s great to work with.
LW: What’s been your biggest challenge so far?
TW: I think learning how Glenn
and Judy get all of these events organized, scheduled and then opened for
attendees. They do so much and eventually someone else from Bonnier will
have to take over and do all of it. After
all, they want to retire in the next few
years and we have to keep it going
on our own. It’s quite a challenge for
us but we do have some big advertisers on board to help us relate to the
consumer, Remington and Yamaha.
They are interested in supporting their
local dealers and helping with show
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promotion in the four event states and
surrounding areas. This is where all of
our magazines, digital media and other
programs will all work together to connect with and support the consumer.
This is an exciting time for all of us with
Bonnier Corporation.

THE ARCHERY ANSWER MAN
Glenn has been my book publisher
since I wrote my first book, Tuning
Your Compound, way back in 1985. So
when he decided to incorporate a Tech
Info Area into his consumer shows
he picked me for the archery booth. I
thought that was a great idea and still
do. It gives me a chance to connect
with what the consumer is thinking
and what information they need; that’s
good for a writer to know. Shows are
all about face-to-face, instant feedback
one-on-one. This is intensely personal.
This helps bring products to life and
solve shooters’ problems faster.
My job at the Field & Stream Deer
& Turkey Expos is to answer any and
all questions that attendees ask me.
That means I get questions from individuals of all backgrounds and all levels of archery interest. Some have no
archery experience while others have
shot archery all of their lives and a few
are friends that are currently shooting
professionally.
I gather new product catalogs at the
ATA Trade Show in January and keep
them available at my “Answer Man”
booth so I can have access to current

and correct information. I depend on
this source and my Lancaster Archery
Catalog to help me answer many of
the product related questions with the
facts people need to make informed
buying decisions.
When it comes to shooting and
hunting questions, I rely on my own
research, writing and experience. I’ve
been bowhunting and shooting tournaments since 1958 so that experience
is invaluable in helping others. I have
my books and DVDs available for sale
at my booth and use them to instruct
archers about their shooting.
Much of my in-booth teaching centers on operating release aids correctly
in an effort to help archers improve
their accuracy and consistency. It takes
only a few minutes to demonstrate
how to hold an index trigger release
aid properly and then have the archer
actually learn and perform that skill.
When they get the release aid in their
own hand and at full draw with the
Saunders Firing Line practice aid they
get a skill they can put to work at home
and shoot better.
At the same time I can teach them
how to stand at full draw so that their
drawing forearm and elbow are in line
with and behind the arrow. This allows
them to use their back muscles properly to hold the bow and execute the
release consistently. My hope is that
they feel the level of control they have
in their back and then reset the draw
length of their own bow so they can
reproduce
that
same correct fulldraw-position.

My Answer Man booth is where I reside for the three days of each
show answering all the questions about archery. I get a chance to
teach proper release technique to anyone who wants to improve
their skill level. I’ve been known to also sell a few of my books and
DVDs in an effort to educate the archery public. I get to talk to
over 1,000 people at every expo.

I get to see most of the show but on
a very limited time budget. Usually I get
20 minutes before the show opens in
the mornings to look around and talk
to a few vendors about their product. I
also use that time to take a few pictures
of the big buck contest areas which are
always impressive. Plus, I get to visit
a few of the friends I’ve made at the
shows over the years.
At the urging of Editor Tim Dehn
I began a question log at this year’s
shows. When an interesting question
came my way I recorded it along with
the person’s first name and state of residence. We both thought this information could help you gain some insight
into the thoughts of the average consumer. Maybe you can use what you
see here to reformulate your product
line or to incorporate a new program
to help educate customers. In any case
you’ll get to read actual consumer
questions and my responses.

THE QUESTIONS
GROUP A: SHOOTING SKILLS
How high should I hold my release
arm and elbow? (Deb, OH). Ans: You
should be holding your elbow and forearm at least as high as the arrow nock
or slightly higher. This enables your
shoulder blade to be positioned the
proper distance from your spine so
your back muscles can hold the bow
efficiently. Keep in mind, however, that
the draw length of your bow must allow
your holding arm to be in line with the
arrow as seen from a top view. Your
bow has to fit you in order for you to get

Judy Helgeland spends her expo days at the food plot booth
answering questions and providing sound strategies for planting
your own plots.
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This is what the big buck wall looks like by late Saturday afternoon. The owners bring
them in to the measuring area staffed by volunteers from the Pope & Young Club and
they register for the prizes available. Every mount is then displayed for all to see. There
are hundreds of them, including some real whoppers of over 200 inches!

then move up in weight. If you plan to
hunt with your compound then you’ll
be able to aim with both eyes open. If
you shoot left-handed, I highly recommend that approach when you are in
the woods.
I shoot my longbow with fingers.
What release can I use with my old,
tired hand? (Tom, WI) Ans: Try a wrist
strap style release aid. The strap will
help hold the bow behind your wrist so
your “old” fingers don’t have to do so
much work. Put a D-loop on your bowstring just like the compound guys do
– it’s more accurate
and saves wear and
tear on the serving.
I have one here so
let’s give it a try
and I’ll help you
learn how to surround the trigger
up to the second
joint in your index
finger.
My right eye is
failing, how can I
aim with my left eye
but still shoot right
handed because
I can’t draw leftThere are lots of information stations around the expo. This
one displays the country-wide density of trophy bucks by county. handed due to a
shoulder injury?
How’s your area doing?

lined up properly – too many people try
to fit into their bow instead and can’t
get their arm lined up correctly.
I’m left-eye dominant but have
been shooting my recurve right-handed.
What should I do now that I’m switching to a compound? (Andy, OH) Ans:
I recommend you try a left-handed
compound so you can take advantage
of your dominant eye. You’ll be using
a peep sight along with a front sight on
your compound and your dominant
eye will work the best. Start with a light
40 pound draw weight to gain skill first
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(Jim, WI) Ans: I helped a guy with this
same problem last year, honestly. What
he was able to work out involved drawing to the left side of his face and chin.
It required a large peep hole and a
longer D-loop on the bowstring but he
was able to achieve reasonably good
full-draw-position and aim with his left
eye. He had good accuracy at 20 yards.
It will be a challenge for you but it will
work if you stick to it. Call me if you
need more help.
I shoot 295 to 298 on the NFAA
5-spot target. How do I get that elusive
300 score? (Bill, MI) Ans: 295 is a good
score but I understand why you want
that 300. You’re looking for a little more
consistency and you know you have
the skill to do it. First, page 7 in my
book “Core Archery” shows the top
view of an archer in full-draw position
with his holding arm in line with the
arrow. Are you in this position? Most
people I work with are just short of
this which means they are holding the
bow with their arm and not their back.
Start by checking your own position by
having a friend take a picture of you at
Harness the power of the world-wide-web to bring new customers to your door.
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full draw. Then adjust the bow’s draw
length until you are able to match the
page 7 illustration and then enjoy the
consistency of holding and releasing
with the help of your back. Secondly,
how are you holding your release aid
and what release aid are you using?
I of course recommend that you at
least practice with a true back-tension
release aid so you train the proper
muscles to hold and release the bowstring. Practicing the most consistent
release process is vital to your consistency in tournaments.
My niece shoots NASP at her school
but loses focus in competition. What
can I do to help her? (Ron, OH) Ans:
Keep in mind that she is young and
may not yet have a very long attention
span but there are still a few things you
can do to help. One big thing you can
help with is to take her to a nearby club
to shoot some scoring rounds. Then
take her to a new location where the
surroundings are strange and have her
shoot there as well. Secondly, you can

discuss with her that she is most likely
thinking too much about score instead
of on her shooting process. Most adults
do this as well which means their conscious mind is thinking about a future
result instead of staying in the present
by thinking about their process. I prefer
that my students think about controlling the shot from their back muscles
and relaxing their holding forearm
and, thereby, keep their thinking on
the most important aspect of the shot.
This also helps keep a youngster’s mind
off of “what other people are thinking
about them”!
I’ve heard so much about gripping
the bow so how do I correctly place my
hand on the bow grip? (Tony, OH) Ans:
I can appreciate where you’re coming from on this concept. I’ve seen
and heard so many theories myself
but when it comes to archery shooting
form your body, your anatomy, tells
you how to shoot correctly. In the case
of your bow hand you should place
only your thumb pad on the bow riser.
In doing so you are placing the bow in
front of the radius bone in your forearm
and allowing the bones (not muscle)
in your arm to resist the force of the
drawn bow – your lower and upper
arm bones are lined up to resist the
bow’s draw force. Your hand, therefore,
must be rotated so the knuckles are at
a 45 degree angle
to the vertical
bow with your fingers and thumb
relaxed. This is the
best way to avoid
transferring any
torque into the bow
handle during the
aiming and releasing of the bow. It’s
so hard to learn
because you do
the opposite with
your hands all day,
every day. We’re so
used to controlling

One of the biggest attractions at the Expos is the live animal
exhibit by Awesome Animal Attractions, LLC, of Ohio. Owner
Adam Sawmiller always has two or three bear cubs small enough
to hold – they’re only six weeks old by mid-March. The waiting
line is long for those who want a picture holding one of the cuddly
little cubs. Shortly after the expos are over they get too big to hold
but are still fun to watch.

everything we contact but when we try
to control the bow in the same way we
get poor results – we must “allow” the
bow to shoot the arrow and not “make
it” shoot the arrow.
How do I aim still? (Ian, age 13,
WI) Ans: Well, Ian, at your age you may
need to develop some more arm and
core muscle strength. I recommend
that you begin some strength training
with simple stretch bands and some
lightweight dumbbells. You can also do
calisthenic exercises like push-ups and
squats to build your body core so you
can first “stand” still. Next, you must
have your bow adjusted so you can
establish proper full-draw-position in
order to transfer the “holding” of the
bow into your back muscles. At your
age that means you’ll be increasing
your bow’s draw length every three
or four months to keep up with your
growth spurts. Proper full-draw-position allows you to use less arm muscle
and that leads to aiming steadier. The
“dead still” thing is rather elusive and
we’re all trying to find it; do what I told
you and you’ll get closer to it.
I have target panic so bad that
when my sight pin gets anywhere near
the target I punch the trigger. I can’t
even sight in my bow. I don’t want to
quit so what can I do? (Skip, IL) Ans:
Well, Skip, I have good news, there’s

One of the most impressive displays I’ve ever seen at the Expos is
the locked antler collection of Ron Foss of Michigan. Ron is holding a pair of record book bucks that died with their antlers locked
together. I’ve never seen one 180 inch buck in the wild so it’s hard
to imagine two of them locked together; but then again I guess
the six-pointers I see can’t get locked together!
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hope for you. There is a way to learn
to shoot a bow without experiencing
the problem you’re having. You and
so many like you have developed a
very crippling mental thought disorder
that no longer allows you to complete
your archery shot sequence in a controlled manner. You’ll have to scrap
your current system, forever! You will
have to adopt a new and different mental thought system that will allow you to
complete an archery shot with a high
degree of consistency and reliability.
The system I’m talking about is called
Back Tension and it will work for you
because it requires a totally different
thought process during the execution
of the shot.
Your current process involves a
trigger and, unfortunately, your conscious thinking has become engulfed
by thoughts of the trigger and/or
your finger touching the trigger and/
or releasing the arrow. Back tension
requires that you think about holding the bow with your back muscles
and further tightening those muscles in
order to execute the shot – there is no
trigger on the back tension release aid.
I’ll teach you how to hold the release,
get into proper full-draw-position and
how to execute the shot with your back.
When you leave my booth then you’ll

have to get yourself a back tension
release aid. I recommend a TRU Ball
Sweet Spot II, and I suggest you continue practicing on a blank bale for
weeks until you properly develop your
muscles and your thought process. My
Core Archery book and DVD show you
how to do that and I encourage you to
buy them but, regardless, I’m going to
give you a free $100 lesson right here,
right now and get you started on your
path to better shooting.
GROUP B: EQUIPMENT ISSUES
Why should I number my arrows?
(Mike, OH) Ans: Some arrows are
flawed when you buy them but many
get flawed after you shoot them awhile.
If you don’t number them you’ll never
know that one particular arrow shoots
high-right from the others in your set.
Number them and you’ll be able to
know when #6 arrow begins to shoot
low; you may mistakenly think that
you’re shooting form is inconsistent
when it’s really a bad arrow causing
the problem. I number every arrow
that I own, even my hunting arrows. I
prepare my set of hunting arrows with
broadheads and test shoot them all so
I know for sure what I’m getting for
accuracy; don’t set yourself up for a
“surprise!”

My sight won’t adjust high enough.
What’s the problem? (Marlow, MI) Ans:
Most likely you need to install the sight
mounting block in a different set of
holes so the entire bow sight will be
higher relative to the arrow. You may
be able to do this by raising the sightpin gang-block where it attaches to
the horizontal sight extension. Another
alternative you may try is lowering the
peep sight location on the bowstring. If
the peep is comfortable where it is then
you may need a different bow sight that
allows for a higher adjust range.
How should I fletch my hunting
arrows? (Ben, IN) Ans: I always recommend fletching your arrows with a hard
helical curve on each fletch. I do that
for every arrow that I personally shoot
whether it’s for target or for hunting,
so that the fletched end stabilizes the
arrow and causes it to rotate about its
axis during flight. The whole idea of
installing fletching on an arrow is to
create stabilizing air resistance so why
not maximize that by using a curved
helical clamp on your fletching jig?

Mark McDaniel of Illinois is demonstrating his skill at knapping flints. Victoria
Kennedey watches as Mark turns a piece of flint into a finished arrowhead ready for display and for sale. This was one of the many demonstrations taking place at the Expos.
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Installing fletching straight in line with
the shaft actually minimizes air resistance and allows the arrow to fly much
like a non-spinning knuckle ball does
in baseball; its flight is unpredictable
making it difficult for batters to hit.
Why do I keep breaking my D-loop?
(Jim, PA) Ans: What I see most often
as the cause of breaking or fraying
D-loops, Jim, is a sharp edge on your
caliper release jaws. I see this quite
often in August when the local guys
are bringing me their bows for repairs.
I use some emery cloth to round and
smooth the edges of the jaws. I test
them by scraping my fingernail perpendicularly across the edges to be
sure they don’t cut anymore. You can
fix that yourself and eliminate your
problem.
When aiming my bow the sight pins
are always blurry. What can I do about
my glasses to correct this situation? (Joe,
IL) Ans: Looking through corrective
lenses and using a sight pin/scope is
always tricky. Because of the great distance between the sight pin and the
target only one is going to be in focus.
Focus on the target and use the corrective lenses that do that and allow the
sight pin to be fuzzy or blurry. Switch to
one pin and choose the largest pin you
can get of the color that you see clearest
in low light conditions. I use the .019
inch green fiber optic with a batteryoperated sight light for after sunset
and before sunrise. I’m thinking about
switching to the .029 inch pin myself

but for now the light on the pin is doing
the job. Another option would be to try
one of the tiny Verifier lenses Specialty
Archery makes for its threaded peep
sights. The company web site can help
you find a pro shop with a Verifier lens
display you can try with your bow.
GROUP C: CROSSBOW
Why do the vanes come off my crossbow bolts? (Alex, IL) Ans: There could
be several reasons. First, perhaps they
were fletched without the bolt shaft or
vane base being cleaned. I use acetone
and a paper towel to wipe the surfaces
to be glued. Second, the vanes may be
making contact with the crossbow rail
and that rips them off the shaft. I think
the first case is the most likely so refletch your arrows being sure to clean
them first. Shoot-test and if they stay
on the bolt you’re good to go. If they
come off again then you may have to
use a different spine shaft to eliminate
the contact.
I’m using 22 inch bolts; can I switch
to 20 inch? What about point weight?
(Will, IL) Ans: In all probability you
can. Check to be sure that the point
of the 20 inch bolt will extend beyond
the end of the arrow track and/or rest.
The large majority of crossbows have
only a 12 to 13 inch draw stroke so I’m
reasonably sure you can safely make
the switch. The point weight should not
be a problem; however, the shorter bolt
will act stiffer and
may need a slightly

I made two new friends at the Expos this year. This is Barb Terry
of Ten-Point with Drake Taylor of Little “D” Designs (littleddesigns.
com) showing off his specially adapted Ten Point crossbow. He’s
really good with it as evidenced by the big gobbler in the background. Wish I could kill a turkey like that!

heavier point to get the very best arrow
flight. So, if you are currently using a
100 grain point you may need to switch
to a 125 grain point.
Can I switch to a lighter weight
bolt that is less than 400 grains? (Jim,
OH) Ans: I’d be careful with this one,
Jim. Your crossbow’s peak weight is
at least 150 pounds and that is a serious “kick-in-the-behind” for the bolt.
If the bolt spine is too weak then its
flight will be very erratic just like with
a handheld compound. I’d stay with
the heavier bolt over 400 grains; get
the good arrow flight and accuracy.
Remember this, at 300 fps your arrow
or bolt is only 1/4 the speed of sound
(1125 fps) and beyond 30 yards the
deer hears the sound and has sufficient
time to “drop under” the arrow. We’re
still using a primitive weapon so your
effective range is still under 30 yards.
Don’t worry about those long shots!
My groups are good to 30 yards and
then they open up significantly. What
can I do? Ans: I hear this often from
hunters with all kinds of bows so you’re
not alone with this problem. Most of
the time the problem can be found in
the matchup between your broadhead
and the arrow or bolt fletching. Far
too many bolts and arrows have little
or no angle on the fletching. To do its
stabilizing job the fletching should be
installed with as much angle to the
shaft as is possible. I recommend that

Here’s Dave Schroeder, Expo Sheriff and problem solver, holding a pack of 1980 Savora broadheads to match the six-times
enlarged version I have on display at my Archery Answer Man
booth. During the four Expos this year only three people could
identify my big broadhead. Of course Dave knew because he had
a pack of them in his collection.
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you use a “helical curve” clamp so that
the vane or feather can create sufficient
air resistance at the back end of the
shaft to allow it to control and guide
the flight. Too little air resistance on the
back and at some distance the broadhead takes over the steering, in your
case beyond 30 yards.
FINAL QUESTION: This is a real
question asked by a dad with no
archery experience but wanting to help
his son. We can’t assume that our customers know the basics so keep teaching them every chance you get.
My son shot a deer but the point
barely stuck in it and we never found
the deer. A guy told us that my son
used the wrong broadhead – he used a
Guillotine. What can you tell me? Ans:
I can tell you that he indeed did use
the wrong broadhead. The head he
used is designed specifically for hunting turkeys and not for deer. You need a
broadhead that has a point with angled
blades so that it penetrates the deer’s
body. There are many available that
have fixed replaceable blades or that
open on contact. If your son is shooting under 50 pounds peak weight then
I’d recommend a smaller fixed-blade
broadhead that weighs about 85 grains.
Have him practice and sight-in with
two or three of them and then replace
the blades and use them for his hunting arrows. Use the practice blades in
several other broadheads for his inseason shooting practice. Oh yes, make
sure he restricts his shooting range at

deer to under 25 yards. Have your son
do this and he’ll find the next deer he
shoots. Good luck.

CONCLUSION
Consumers have all kinds of questions. I was amazed at them myself as
I went over my notes from each expo.
Archers come in all shapes and sizes
with questions (and misunderstandings) all over the map. As a classroom
teacher for 35 years I have learned
to ask the right questions to help me
understand each archer’s knowledge
level after he asks his or her question.
A good policy is to assume they know
nothing and begin educating them
with accurate information.
I still get a kick out of breaking a
nock or two when I’m shooting and
I still get a great deal of satisfaction
out of giving an answer and getting a
“Thank you, I’ll try that” as the archer
leaves my show booth. Each expo is
three days of hard work, but worth it!
Keep well. Shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is also
available to conduct one and two day
CoreArchery Academies on shooting
form. Reach him by email at larry@
larrywise.com or call him at (717) 4369168.
Larry has completed his new DVD
titled Core Archery Back Tension:
Defined and Demonstrated. The DVD
is available at www.larrywise.com for
$19.95. Check out past articles by Larry
Wise at the twin web
sites of ArrowTrade.
High speed internet
users can find more
than three years of
complete back issues
at arrowtrademag.
com. If you’re using
a dial-up connection
with slower speeds,
you can still download all of Larry’s
coaching and tuning
articles as pdf files at
the alternate web site,
arrowtrademagazine.
com.

Of all the taxidermy displays this was my favorite. It’s so
realistic that it looks alive. I hope the owner emails me so I can
know who to credit for this magnificent work. See more at next
year’s Expos.
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